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hickelgoslineahickel caslinegasline a dedeceptionception

to the editor

it is difficult to determine if the sup-
posed newspaper anti hickel ad was
designed to hurt hickel or be a helpful

strawman to gain sympathy and give
credibility to the hickelhickcl gaslinecasline

quoting from the ad either gaslinecasline
could have created 10000 jobs and
billions for the state economy that
backdoor support ofofhickelshickelsHicbickelskels gaslinecasline
is amsimply1m ly not true the gaslinecasline simp-
ly felagfela1fell apartpart of its own economic in-
feasibility artic gas spent 120

million el paso 60 million and
mcmillian 600 million when
mcmilliansMilliansMc gaslinecasline died hickel et al
pleaded with el paso to give it another
try this time japan el paso refused
because not only did the gaslinesbaslinesgaslines re-
quire massive state subsidy by the
state of alaska but also the excessive
cost of the gas had to be added as a
surcharge to the cost of the most of the
gasgai in the rest of the south 48 states
when congress finally figured out
how much it was going to cost in sub
sidytsidat congress just would not allow
it

japan only subsidizes gas from the
dock japan to the burnerbumer tip while
it is a very large subsidy it was just
grossly inadequate and el paso knew
it

hickel then produced his state
funded 55000 pipeline study which
when read with greatecatrcat difficulty chas-
ing down thetle ifsis ands buts and
references to other sections the study
emerged as little more than a mock
document meant to deceive the reader
the original legislation was for a grant
of 250000250.000 and ive often wondered
where the 195000 went ive never
gotten a straight answer

there was also a partly state funded
study of 5105 10 million by dow
chemical and a raft of japanese and
korean companies they studied the
gas line liquid gas and
petrochemicalspetro chemicals they concluded there
was a lack of feasibility no matter
which way they tried to make it work

twenty some years ago jaapanjaadan sub-
sidized the construction of LNG and
chemical plants at north kenai that arcare
now shippingshippin to japan it was japans
entrance into the LNG and
petrochemical world it was a leamlearn

ing experience for their engineers
those kenai plants continue to operate
today because they areard already in
existence

if they had to build todaytody and com-
petete in todays mamarketarketrket dtheyey wouldwold not
be built even though nmoreamore kenai gas
is available there has bacenbeeenbecen no expan-
sion of the LNG plants lecausebecause it is
not economically feasible

pacificpacificlightinglighting a large gas com
yanyany tried for years to develop cook
inlet gas to ship to the south 48 but
they could not get enough subsidy to
make it feasible and they never really
tried the japanese market because they
knew they couldnt compete

since the first hickel studymudy the
japanese dropped the subsidy for gas
and now gas must competecompkecompie all the way
to the burnerburrier tip

steve cowper and dick randolph
are correct for attacking wally hickel
on the gaslinecaslinegasline with so many voters
that are in desparatedisparatedesparate straits and will-
ing to grasp at anything that offers
hope randolphsRandolprandolphehs and cowperscompersCowpers
honesty is probably costing them
votes

randolph has bought television time
and offered to debate hickel on the
hickel gaslinecaslinegasline As of this writing
hickel has steadfastly refused to
debate randolph on the gaslinecaslinegasline

ifour tidewater cook inlet gas can-
not compete with the tidewater gas of
indonesia thailand malaysia
australia and others how is it that
hickel is going to bring north slope
gas through 820 miles of the worlds
most expensive gaslinecasline to cook inlet
and be competitive hickelsbickelsHickels gaslinecasline
is a fraud

ten to fifteen percent of the people
in this state are in desparatedisparatedesparate straits
many of whom are willing to grasp at
anything that offers hope that may
notnot seem like much but when there
are more than ten candidates running
thats enough to influence the outcome
of the election

the hickel gaslinecasline isnt just cam-
paign rhetoric its a cruel deception
candidates like hickel and hayes are
preying on those who arearc in financial
difficuulty and should be shunned by
those who can be more objective
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aleut recipe book available
to the editor

I1 would like to offer your readers
a chanceachanceathance to buy a copy of a port
graham cookbook that is called

fugetsugetsugct negefwhichnegetwhich means peoples
foods in aleut language the book
was put together so that I1 could order
supplies for ourouroreourprepreschoolpre school which is
funded through the johnson omalley
program As many of you know our
funding was cut in half this summer
so through this fund raiser I1 wil be
able to get the supplies that our pre-
school needs without digging into our
small bbudget

the book contains many excellent

seafood recipes from fish pie to
braided seaseal intestine the pre schooolschmool

childrens picture is in the book along
with each individuals own recipe the
recipes are all written in english

to obtain a copy send a check or
money order for 4904.90 includes
postage to
deborah mcmullen
preschool teacher
general delivery
port graham alaska 99603

thank you

deborah mcmullen
port graham


